
Analyze the Performance of Your
Optometry Practice with these Real-
Time Reports
What are key performance indicators?

In order to successfully run and grow your optometry practice, learning and
understanding how to use key performance indicators (KPIs) to evaluate
your practice and how to act on these numbers is imperative.

When it comes to understanding productivity and profitability, the
optometric industry has a number of industry-standard key metrics and
KPIs you can compare your practice to in order to understand where there
is opportunity for growth or where your weak points are.

Key Performance Indicators can help you understand many things about
your practice like:

Whether you're on track to reach goals
What area of your practice is generating the most revenue
Understanding potential lost revenue
Where you are underperforming
Identifying specific areas you can implement change
Determining whether your practice is growing year over year, or if it's
stagnant or declining

Not only is it critical to have an understanding of these KPIs, but you also
need to understand how to analyze them and make informed decisions.
These decisions can ultimately make or break the ability of your practice to
grow.

There are critical reports every optometry practice should be running



in order to understand where their practice stands against industry set
benchmarks.

These reports are critical in helping business owners understand the health
and potential growth that might exist for their optometry practice. In this
article, weʼll outline these reports and detail how to analyze them and what
decisions can be made from them.

All of the reports in this article were generated from EDGEPro, a product of
GPN Technologies. GPN Technologies focuses on empowering
independents to be profitable and competitive by providing them with high-
tech, business-critical tools, and data and analytics platforms and
reporting.

1) Total revenue per exam

This is the ratio of total amount received for all sales and services divided
by the overall number of refractive eye exams completed.

Understanding total revenue per exam can help you determine where you
might be missing out on an opportunity, whether that is in your optical, or
perhaps not offering enough in the way of services.

Figure 1: Average revenue per exam broken down by clinical and
optical revenues

In Figure 1, you can observe the average revenue per exam in 2019 for this
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practice was $607.10. Additionally, this report can help you understand
what percentage of revenue per exam is coming from procedures and
services and what percentage is coming from optical sales. Youʼll see that
clinical revenue comes in at $312.58 while optical revenue accounts for
$294.51. In the column next to that, youʼll find the results from 2018. Finally,
in columns three and four, you can observe the change year over year in
dollars and percent.

Figure 2: Average revenue per exam broken down by clinical and
optical revenues—change over time

In Figure 2, you can quickly observe the year over year change in dollars
and percent outlined in Figure 1 over a specified date range. One important
thing to consider as you evaluate your average revenue per exam and how it
is changing over time is where that revenue is coming from. A majority of
practices might discover that most of this revenue per exam stems from
optical sales. The optical is typically a major source of revenue for many
optometric practices. One place where most practices might consider room
for growth is when it comes to fees for services. There are a variety of ways
to increase your clinical revenue per exam, by either offering additional
specialty services or by practicing more of the medical model of optometry.
This can help increase your out of pocket fees and medical exams and
procedures typically reimburse at a higher rate than most vision plans.



Figure 3: Ranking in terms of collections per exam

One major advantage of EDGEPro is that it can give practice owners an
inside look at where they stand compared to national and regional trends.
This can quickly help you understand if some of your challenges or weak
points are specific to your practice, or rather a consequence or
representation of something larger that might be impacting the industry.

When it comes to analyzing your average revenue per exam, understanding
the year over year change is key to understand not only if your revenue per
exam is increasing, but where most of that increase in revenue is coming
from.

For example, if your optical revenue per exam is really low, that might tell
you that there is room to improve doctor driven dispensing, or perhaps you
should be working with your staff on selling second pairs, year supplies of



contact lenses, or premium products.

Conversely, if your clinical revenue per exam is really low, then this might be
a sign as mentioned earlier, that it is time to add more medical services and
procedures to your practice, or bring in new technology that might allow
you to offer screening or wellness testing to complement your exams.

It is also important to consider if you have the right mix of insurance plans in
your practice and how those insurance plans impact your ability to generate
revenue. For example, if you see a heavy patient base specific to an
insurance plan that typically reimburses very little for both services and
optical merchandise and most of those patients avoid out of pocket costs,
then it might be difficult to see an uptick in revenue no matter what kind of
new doctor driven dispensing techniques or strategies you implement.

2) Total revenue per doctor

Your total revenue per doctor simply allows you to analyze the money
generated from each doctor in your practice. This metric allows you to
directly evaluate the performance of each doctor in your practice.

Figure 4: Revenue per doctor broken down by optical revenue and
clinical revenue where new business is total revenue

In Figure 4, you will see total revenues (new business) per doctor broken
down by optical revenue and clinical revenue per exam. This can better help
you understand where and how doctors are generating revenue. These
numbers can be drastically influenced by the role of each doctor in your



practice. If a doctor is mostly partaking in specialty care like vision therapy,
or medical management of ocular disease, you might see clinical revenues
are high while optical revenues are low. These are important considerations
when it comes to using these numbers to understand performance.

When it comes to using revenue per doctor to make decisions, if you are
expanding hours and want to assign those hours to a doctor that will likely
be able to generate the most revenue, this report can help you make that
decision. If you are paying your doctors based on performance, this report
can give you the information you need.

Figure 5: Total revenue per doctor—in-depth overview and change
analysis

As mentioned before, it is important to take a deeper look into numbers
when it comes to analyzing revenue per doctor. In Figure 5, you can observe
a detailed analysis of total revenue per doctor with a change analysis of
time.

When it comes to performance reviews, this is a report that you can use to
guide conversations with your associates and use it to discuss doctor-
driven dispensing techniques or perhaps understand what other doctors
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are doing that are impacting performance. Again, this might have to do with
what kind of specialty care some doctors in your practice are offering or
what kinds of patients they are seeing and give you additional insight into
guiding some of your weaker-performing associates.

This can also give you an inside look at that doctor s̓ capture rate. Are they
comfortable with discussing products and recommending specific lenses
and eyewear solutions to patients? This comes down to doctor-driven
dispensing. This report can give you a better understanding if you should
invest in this sort of training for your team.

3) Exams per OD hours

This is the ratio of the number of refractive eye exams per hour doctors are
able to examine patients. This metric can help practice owners understand
how much time is spent generating revenue and if more examinations could
and should be added to the schedule.

Figure 6: Exams per OD hours

In Figure 6, you can quickly understand what your average exams per OD
hours are and how that has changed over time. The line graph to the right



of the table can give you a closer look at your stronger and weaker
performing months that have impacted this number. By understanding
when Exams Per OD Hours is highest, you can plan accordingly for future
business decisions. For example, if you want to bring on an associate, when
would be the best time to begin your search to ensure they are working and
onboarded for your busiest season.

Perhaps even more importantly, you can look closely at what occurred
during those months where Exams Per OD Hours was highest to
understand trends that might have impacted that number. Did you do
something specific in terms of marketing? Was your optical offering a
specific promotion? Did you change your recall or patient communication
system? These are just a few examples of things you can better understand
by looking at and analyzing the table and graph in Figure 6.

When it comes to analyzing Exams Per OD Hours, if this number is low,
there are a few ways to improve upon it. If it is a question of doctor
efficiency, then perhaps additional support or delegation of doctor tasks in
order to improve patient flow might help improve this number. You can also
consider implementing or adopting new technologies that might help
improve doctor efficiency or maybe even bring on an additional associate to
help out.

If this number is low simply for a lack of patient demand, then it is worth
looking at your marketing strategy. You can try to market in new channels or
using new methods for a period of time and then run this report again to
see if there was an uptick during those months to analyze whether or not it
was effective.

4) Optical capture rate

There is no question that for a majority of practices, revenue is generated in
the optical. Optical capture rate can be calculated a few ways; in this case,
it examines the number of complete pairs of glasses sold divided by exams



with refraction.



Figure 7: A sample of some of the advanced reporting metrics
available in EDGEPro

In Figure 7, you will find an in-depth breakdown of your optical business.
You can understand what percentage of your optical business is coming
from frames and lenses.

When it comes to capture rate in the optometric practice, this metric can
best be used to understand the effectiveness of staff sales techniques,
evaluate effectiveness of doctor driven dispensing, understand if you are
offering the best frames and lens options for your patient demographic, and
determine in general if you are providing the best customer experience. All
of these factors can impact and contribute to capture rate.

When it comes to taking a closer look at how capture rate varies across
doctors, EDGEPro allows you to quickly and easily break down capture rate
by doctor and also by insurance plan.

This can give you additional insight into who is performing the best perhaps
as a function of doctor driven dispensing, as well as what insurance plans
and patients your staff are having an easier time converting into sales.



Figure 8: Capture rate by doctor

In Figure 8, circled in red is capture rate broken down by doctor. As
mentioned before, doctor-driven dispensing can play a major role when it
comes to impacting this number. Are your doctors making specific
recommendations based on patient need? Are your doctors talking about
lens solutions in the exam lane? This will easily allow you to see who is
prescribing from the chair successfully. By understanding what doctors are
performing well, you can leverage some of their techniques or strategies to
help those who might need some additional training.

No matter how high your capture rate is, increasing capture rate tends to be
a primary objective of many practices. There are a few things you can
consider in order to increase capture rate.

Evaluate the frame/lenses you are offering patients
Leverage visual merchandising in your optical
Attempt to understand why patients are walking with their Rx and what
demographic they encompass
Provide a better customer experience
Spend more time on patient education and the importance of premium
products offered through your practice and ensure your staff and
opticians are reinforcing that message
Target your contact lens patients and be sure to offer them eyewear
solutions as well and educate them on the importance of having up-to-
date specs that they can utilize if they are unable to wear CLs
Carry an appropriate mixture of unique and conventional frame lines
and styles



Figure 9: Capture rate by insurance plan

In Figure 9, you can observe capture rate in column five, separated by
insurance plan. This report is particularly helpful in understanding what
insurance plans and associated patients are easier for your staff to convert
to sales. Many practices who accept vision plans constantly struggle with
understanding if it is worth accepting that plan. Oftentimes, practices will
participate as providers with insurance plans despite receiving lower exam
reimbursements with the thought that they can help make up that
difference by converting optical sales.

While there is a lot to argue regarding the benefits of participating in plans
regardless of what they reimburse as it can lead to other avenues of
practice growth, this report at the very least can help you quickly
understand what patients with what specific insurance plans are spending



time in your optical. If you are having a hard time converting these patients
in your optical, it might warrant a close investigation as to why. What about
that specific insurance plan or patient allotted benefits is creating friction?
Are there ways to improve upon this or reduce that friction? If the answer is
no, then you might want to weigh your options when it comes to
participating with that plan.

Top 4 features of EdgePro For Optometry Practices

Top 4 features of EdgePro For Optometry Practices

5) Revenue per OD hour

Total revenue per OD hour is the ratio of revenue for a particular period of
time to the total amount of OD hours worked during that time period.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17lNpmm2dbg


Figure 10: Net revenue per OD hour where total new business = total
revenue

In Figure 10, you can get a snapshot of Exams Per OD Hour in the very first
row of the table, while in the last row, you can quickly understand what that
translates into as far as collections or net revenue per OD hour.

By understanding revenue per OD hour, you can evaluate how much
revenue each OD in your practice is generating per hour they are working.
This can also help you determine just how valuable your chair time is.

If your revenue per OD hour is low, then this might be a sign that you need
to work on doctor driven dispensing, sales, or consider taking on more
patient volume. If you cannot increase revenue by offering additional
services or increasing capture rate or sales for instance, perhaps this is a
sign that increasing volume might be the best method for increasing net
revenue per OD hour.

Revenue per OD hour can also help you make decisions when it comes to
deciding what kinds of office hours you are offering patients. Are you
offering hours that arenʼt conducive to your patient demographic s̓
schedules? Is this causing exams per OD hours to be low subsequently
impacting revenue per OD hour? This metric can also give you a general
understanding as to what kind of return on investment (ROI) you are getting
from your associates. Your revenue per OD hour has to make sense if you
are going to continue employing an associate. If your revenue per OD hour
isnʼt enough to pay that OD s̓ salary along with your other overhead, then it
is a clear sign that some changes need to be made.

6) New patient growth
Most practices would agree, attracting new patients is a primary marketing
goal in order to generate new business. Growth rate of new patients will
depend on how young or old your practice is, but growing your patient base



can certainly fuel practice growth no matter what stage of growth your
practice is in.

Figure 11: New patient growth

In Figure 11, you can quickly see the ratio of new to existing patients in your
practice and how that compares year over year. Are you growing at the rate
you anticipated? Is new patient growth stagnant? These are all questions
that you can answer by quickly looking at the table in Figure 11. Some
practices might not be able to accommodate new patients whether that is
because of doctor efficiency, or maybe there is too much demand already
from existing patients. If your new patient growth is low and you realize it is
a product of being understaffed or inefficient, then perhaps it might be a
clear signal that it is time to bring on a new associate or hire more staff or
implement new technology to improve efficiency.

The line graph in Figure 11 will give you a deeper understanding as to what
months you experience the most new patient growth. Understanding time
of new patient growth, can help you draw conclusions regarding specific
decisions you might have made during certain months of the year, whether
it had to do with new marketing initiatives or perhaps new technology your
brought to your practice, or just general trends in your community. Maybe



you experience the most new patient growth during back to school months?
This could be a prime opportunity to release hyper focused marketing
campaigns during those critical months.

As you can imagine, it is important to understand how many new patients
you are attracting to your practice year over year. EDGEPro does an
excellent job of helping practice owners understand where they stand when
it comes to new patients. Here is an example of an additional report that
can help practices understand where they stand compared to industry
standard benchmarks.

Figure 12: New patient ratio ranking and insight



In Figure 12, you can see how your practice ranks compared to the national
trends when it comes to new patient growth. Additionally, EDGEPro will give
you insight as to how they calculate these figures and how to interpret your
ranking.

Figure 13: New patient exams to existing patient exams

Figure 13 is another way to analyze new patient growth, just by looking at
the ratio of new patient exams to existing patient exams over a given time
period and comparing it year over year.

As discussed previously, new patient growth may or may not be hindered by
your ability to accommodate new patients. If you are turning patients away
because you cannot handle the volume, this could easily indicate a problem
with workforce or efficiency. If however you are actively attempting to grow
this number without success, this might be an indication that you need to
implement new marketing strategies to attract patients to your practice.

7) Understanding your optical
Once again, when it comes to most practices, the optical is a major source
of revenue. Understanding your optical strengths and pitfalls is critical to
generating new business and revenue. There are important things to look at
like:



Number of frames sold and number of frames sold per exam
Best selling frames
Best selling lenses
Best selling contact lenses Snapshot

When it comes to frames, there are some metrics to keep in mind:

Frames Sold
Average Frame Sale
Patient Owned Frame

Maximize your frame board profitability here!

Figure 14: Frames report for the optometry practice

In Figure 14, you will see a high level frames report that looks at the total
number of frames sold, the average frame sale, and the number of patient
owned frames that were used along with those frames associated with no

https://covalentcareers.com/resources/how-to-supercharge-frame-board-profitability


generated revenue. On the far right there is also a chart that outlines the
top frame brands sold in this practice and the given quantity.

Frames are just one way to generate revenue in your practice. Weʼll look at
lenses later on. When it comes to frames and this report, this high level
overview can help you understand just how much your frame selection
appeals to your patient base.

If you are not selling many frames, the first thing you might want to do is
look at what frame lines you are carrying and whether or not that is the
problem. Have you really sat down and thought about your patient base,
and attempted to truly understand if your frame lines match your patient
demographic? If the answer is yes, then there might be other things to
consider. Are your opticians doing an adequate job when it comes to
helping patients select frames? Are you using visual merchandising
appropriately?

The chart on the far right in Figure 14 that breaks down top selling frames
will help you determine what your highest performing brands are which will
give you a clear indication as to what your best and worst performing
frames are. Is it time to drop a frame line? Should you stock more of a
certain frame line? What if your top selling frame line is that of a vision
insurance plan? If that is the case, it might be a good idea to sit down and
create training materials or strategies to help your staff and opticians
convert those patients into other frame brands for additional revenue.

On the subject of vision insurance plans, it can also be helpful to look at this
on a more granular level, and break frame revenue and sales down by
insurance provider to understand which insurance plans are proving to be
more profitable for your practice.



Figure 15: Frame revenue broken down by insurance plan

In Figure 15, you can see a breakdown of frames sold and revenue by
insurance plan. By understanding what insurance plans typically result in
greater revenue generation, you can better understand the value of a
patient as it relates to their insurance plan and how that can impact your
ability to generate optical revenue. This is yet another data point you can
collect when it comes to deciding what insurance participation is most
profitable for your practice.

Everything discussed thus far applies to evaluating ophthalmic lens sales.



Figure 16: Ophthalmic lens reporting for the optometry practice

In Figure 16, you will see a high-level ophthalmic lens report that looks at
the total pairs of lenses sold, and a deeper look at the number of specific
lens types in a few select categories.

Ophthalmic lenses can generate a lot of revenue for practices, especially if
you are able to sell premium lens products and add ons like anti-reflective
coatings or photochromics. There are some key categories when it comes
to lenses that can really help boost practice sales. Looking at your strengths
or weaknesses in these categories can help you identify opportunities for
growth.

Just like in the discussion around frames, when it comes to understanding
revenue from ophthalmic lenses, insurance can play a role. Therefore, it is
also helpful to look at this data on a more granular level and break lens
revenue and sales down by insurance plan to understand which plans are
proving to be more profitable for your practice.

https://www.allaboutvision.com/lenses/photochromic.htm


Figure 17: Ophthalmic lens sales by insurance plan
In Figure 17, we are able to look at the breakdown of ophthalmic lens sales
as they relate to vision insurance plans. Just as was the case with our
frames report, this can give you an instant picture as to what insurance
plans your staff and opticians are having an easier time converting into
sales along with the value of what participating in that insurance plan is to
your practice.

Understanding many of these key elements can provide you with some
critical insight into determining what changes you can make to tap into
potential growth opportunities.

The good news is, EDGEPro does an incredible job of analyzing these



numbers for you and helping you understand where these opportunities for
growth exist.

Figure 18: Potential opportunities for growth

Figure 18 provides a dashboard view at this particular practice s̓ biggest
potential as it relates to growth opportunities with a customizable goal and
revenue generation estimate. That is the easy part, the next question is,
how do you achieve this?

Let s̓ look at an example as it relates to anti-reflective lenses:

https://covalentcareers.com/resources/best-anti-reflective-coatings-2019/


Figure 19: Opportunity for growth in anti-reflective lenses

In Figure 19, EDGEPro highlights the missed opportunity in this category
and furthermore breaks this down by employee. You can look at these
numbers specifically by staff not as a means of punishment, but in order to
determine what staff could use additional training or sales support in order
to help you meet that goal and new revenue opportunity.

No optical is complete without contact lenses. Everything discussed so far
in regards to frames and lenses also applies to contact lenses and within
EDGEPro, contact lenses are tied to your clinic.



Figure 20: Contact lens reporting for the optometry practice

In Figure 20, we have a high-level overview of contact lens sales as it relates
to contact lens exams, year supply sales, and percent daily disposables in
the practice. On the right-hand side, there are also two tables that outline
the top manufacturers and brands in the practice.

The ability to sell year supplies of contact lenses can greatly improve not
only patient compliance but facilitate yearly exams while generating greater
revenues.

By understanding who your top brands and manufacturers are, you can also
make informed decisions when it comes to deciding whether or not to stock
lenses at your practice, and which lenses to stock. If you are selling a low
number of yearly supplies of contact lenses, it might be worth evaluating
your sales strategy. Maybe you can position the value of purchasing a yearly
supply of lenses differently? Are there other promotions you can pair with a
year's supply of lenses? Are you speaking about rebates and discount
opportunities effectively? These are all questions that are important to
ponder while looking at this report.

Other helpful reports you should be running



There are many other reports that can tell you a lot about your practice and
help you make decisions. Many of them are based upon some of the reports
we have covered already, but in more detail.

Figure 21: Revenue from frame sales

In Figure 21, you can look at total revenue from frame sales over a period of
time and compare that year over year. On the right side, you can see a line
graph that will give you an understanding of what months you generated
the most in frame sales.

Revenue from frame sales and change over time can give you a wealth of
information when it comes to evaluating at a high level the health of your
frame board. If you are seeing declining revenue from frames, what does
that tell you about your selection?

Are you carrying frame lines that your patients identify with?
Are you offering frames that are unique?
Are your frames priced too high?
What changes have you made to your frame line of the last year that
might have negatively impacted your sales? Have you dropped a
certain frame line?



You can follow up on this report by looking at individual frame performance.
This is a report available in EDGEPro that can give assist you in answering
these questions.

Figure 22: Ophthalmic frame breakdown

In Figure 22, you can get a snapshot of specific frame manufacturers and
associated brands and what kind of revenues they have produced from
sales. Is a frame line over or underperforming? Is it time to consider other
frame lines or brands from a manufacturer? All important questions to
answer when it comes time to make purchasing decisions.

All important insights you can gather from this report also is true when
looking at ophthalmic lens sales.



Figure 23: Revenue from ophthalmic lens sales

In Figure 23, we can see how much revenue was produced from ophthalmic
lens sales over a certain time period and compared to the previous year.
The line graph on the right will give you an understanding as to what
months experience the greatest revenue in ophthalmic lens sales.

Understanding how revenue from lens sales has changed over time can
give you a clearer analysis of some of the decisions you may have made or
perhaps might be making.

For example, are you promoting different types of progressive lens options
this year that you did not last year? What lenses are you prescribing in the
exam chair? Have you changed the way your staff educates patients on lens
options?

These are all insights you can gather by looking at change analysis over
time. Once again, having the ability to look at lens performance will help you
answer the aforementioned questions.



Figure 24: Ophthalmic lens sales by manufacturer and brand with
emphasis on PALs and computer lenses

In Figure 24, we have a breakdown of ophthalmic lens sales by
manufacturer and brand, specific to a specified lens category. This report is
helpful for identifying your top sellers. This can help you begin to
understand why a certain lens brand is selling more than another and
whether or not there is an opportunity to convert some of those lens
purchasers to a newer technology that might provide a better ROI for your
practice. Additionally, this information can be extremely helpful in making
decisions as it relates to working with labs or establishing partnerships.

Revenue by CPT code

Understand which procedures are generating the bulk of your revenue can
tell you a lot about where you should be focusing your time.



One area where this report can really come in handy is understanding if the
technology you have invested in is paying off.

Did you recently bring an OCT to your practice or a corneal topographer?
Have you recently started offering Wellness Screenings?

Figure 25: CPT code breakout

In Figure 25, you can see the number of times specific CPT codes were
billed and the total revenue generated from those codes.

If you want to better understand if the new technology you brought to your
practice is generating the ROI you had anticipated, this is the report that
can tell you that. Additionally, you can understand where payments are
coming from, whether that is through insurance or self pay.

Obviously you can use this report to look at all CPT codes as it relates to
procedures and services you offer. You can isolate specific medical
procedure codes to focus on and identify potential areas for growth.

https://covalentcareers.com/resources/5-questions-ask-buying-piece-equipment/


Check out The Ultimate Guide to Optometry Billing and Coding!

Which reports should you use in your practice?

There is no right or wrong answer to this, it largely depends on what you are
directly looking to evaluate and what your goals are. The important thing to
remember is that it is not just about generating reports and looking at
numbers. The best use of reporting is to leverage the data acquired in order
to make change. This change can be in regards to staff behavior, staff and
doctor education, and understanding your goals.

The key is to track these metrics consistently and with a purpose.

We have a direct partnership with GPN Technologies!

https://covalentcareers.com/resources/guide-coding-and-billing-in-optometry/

